Simplified and Streamlined Remote Proctoring

Protects the integrity of degrees and credentials earned online

Working seamlessly with any test delivery system to make online assessments scalable and effective, online proctoring with RPNow supports every phase of assessment from creation to results review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Higher Education</th>
<th>Corporate/Certification</th>
<th>400+ Customers Worldwide</th>
<th>3m+ exams delivered</th>
<th>Proven since 1998</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Enjoy RPNow

RPNow is an on-demand, cloud-hosted SaaS solution for exam proctoring that offers all the benefits of secure, fully-proctored testing in remote learning environments.

Using a standard computer webcam with an internet connection, anyone can take a proctored exam through their LMS – anytime, anywhere.

Institutions can offer exams when it’s convenient for them and their students – with full confidence that test takers are doing their own work without outside help.

RPNow Features

- On-demand proctoring
- Student identity verification
- Configurable locked down browser and electronic security
- Flat exam fee
- Works on slower internet speeds
- LMS integration via LTI app
- Third party integration support
- Proctored exam result dashboard
- Exams reviewed by certified proctors
- Furnish videos of proctored exams
- Worldwide support 24 x 7 x 365
- Live chat service
Given the option, 80% of students choose RPNow due to its on-demand convenience. It’s been an extremely helpful system, making our courses truly online.

University of Alaska-Anchorage

When integrated with your LMS, RPNow takes the pain out of proctored exam administration, and replaces it with efficiency and flexibility.

See how it works:

1. **Create and Register Exam**
   - Launch the RPNow App, then click to register your exam. Customize exam profile to tailor the design level of electronic security.

2. **Student Takes Exam**
   - Student launches RPNow. Software verifies ID and brings them to your LMS.

3. **Review Reports**
   - Student exam records reviewed by two PSI certified proctors to authenticate student ID to assure integrity.

4. **Report Results**
   - Results of RPNow exam review are delivered directly into the LTI App. Faculty and admins can review reports directly through LMS.

Vanderbilt University School of Nursing

Reputation and quality have always been important at Vanderbilt University's School of Nursing (VUSN). So when it became apparent that there were integrity issues with remote testing in its online nursing program, VUSN set out to find a test proctoring solution that would protect exam integrity, increase security and meet authentication criteria required by the Department of Education. In order to get it right, the VUSNs administration and instructional technology teams worked together to ensure they identified a solution that would benefit faculty, students, and the program overall.

Connect with an expert today.
psionline.com/education